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	The UX Book, winner of a 2013 Most Promising New Textbook Award from the Text and Academic Authors Association, is a comprehensive textbook on designing interaction to ensure a quality user experience. Combining breadth, depth, and practical applications, this book takes a time-tested process-and-guidelines approach that provides readers with actionable methods and techniques while retaining a firm grounding in human-computer interaction (HCI) concepts and theory.


	The authors will guide you through the UX lifecycle process, including contextual inquiry and analysis, requirements extraction, design ideation and creation, practical design production, prototyping, and UX evaluation. Development activities are linked via handoffs between stages as practitioners move through the process. The lifecycle template concept introduced in this book can be tailored to any project environment, from large enterprise system development to commercial products.


	Students and practitioners alike will come away with understanding of how to create and refine interaction designs to ensure a quality user experience.


	For more information see theuxbook.com

	
		A very broad approach to user experience through its components-usability, usefulness, and emotional impact with special attention to lightweight methods such as rapid UX evaluation techniques and an agile UX development process
	
		Universal applicability of processes, principles, and guidelines-not just for GUIs and the Web, but for all kinds of interaction and devices: embodied interaction, mobile devices, ATMs, refrigerators, and elevator controls, and even highway signage
	
		Extensive design guidelines applied in the context of the various kinds of affordances necessary to support all aspects of interaction
	
		Real-world stories and contributions from accomplished UX practitioners
	
		A practical guide to best practices and established principles in UX
	
		A lifecycle template that can be instantiated and tailored to a given project, for a given type of system development, on a given budget
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Foundation Expression Blend 3 with SilverlightFriends of Ed, 2009
The only real tool for developing cross-platform Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) for that last 11 years has been Flash; until now!  Silverlight 3 allows you to develop cross-platform Rich Internet Applications in a fraction of the time because of the extensive and very powerful .NET 3.5 libraries, the powerful, design friendly Blend 3 Integrated...
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New Perspectives on HTML and XHTML: Comprehensive (New Perspectives (Course Technology Paperback))Course Technology PTR, 2008

	The New Perspectives Series’ critical-thinking, problem-solving approach is the ideal way
	to prepare students to transcend point-and-click skills and take advantage of all that the
	World Wide Web has to offer.


	Our goal in developing the New Perspectives Series was to create books that give students
	the software concepts...
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Semantic Web Engineering in the Knowledge SocietyInformation Science Publishing, 2008

	Semantics and ontologies offer an extension to traditional information systems in which information is given well-defined meaning, enabling computers and people to work in cooperation. With expanding uses and integrations of semantics and ontologies, research in Semantic Web engineering has grown immensely. Semantic Web Engineering in the...
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Rogue Waves in the Ocean (Advances in Geophysical and Environmental Mechanics and Mathematics)Springer, 2009

	The book is written for specialists in the fields of fluid mechanics, applied mathematics, nonlinear physics, physical oceanography and geophysics, and also for students learning these subjects. It includes a wide range of observational data on rogue (or freak) waves in the seas and coastal waters, as well as presenting a basic statistical...
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Proof Technology and Computation, Volume 200 NATO Science Series: Computer and Systems Sciences (Nato Science)IOS Press, 2006
Proof technology will become an established field in software engineering. It generally aims at integrating proof processing into industrial design and verifications tools. The origins of this technology lie in the systematic understanding of a fully-fledged, precise notion of proof by mathematics and logics. Using this profound understanding,...
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Ada for Software EngineersSpringer, 2009
Ada has become the language of choice for high integrity software systems, and is now used extensively in applications such as transportation, finance, aerospace and heavy industry. This book is aimed at professional software engineers making the transition to Ada, and at students using Ada for advanced undergraduate projects or graduate research....
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